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OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW

? ....

The Department of Energy (DOE) established the Office of Technology Development (EM-50)
(OTD) as an element of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM) in Novem-
ber, 1989 (see Figure A). The organizational structure of EM-50 is shown in Figure B.

EM manages remediation of all DOE sites, as well as wastes from current operations. The goal
of the EM program is to minimize risks to human health, safety and the environment, and to
bring all DOE sites into compliance with Federal, state, and local regulations by 2019. EM-50
is charged with developing new technologies that are safer, faster, more effective and less
expensive than current methods.

I Secretary of Energy I--llrl Ell I

Under Secretary, I

Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Restoration

_ [ and Waste Management ]

Guidance and and Program
Compliance Staff " '" InformaUon

(EM-5) (EM-4)_

I I
Deputy Assistant Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Secretary for
Planning and Oversight and

Resource Management Self-Assessment

(EM-10) (EM-20)

i I l ]_ _
k

Deputy Assistant Deputy Assistant I Deputy Asslatard Deputy Assistant

Secretary Secretary I Secretary Secretary

for for for for
Waste Environmental Technology Facility Trensition

Management Restoration Development and Management

(EM-30) (EM40) i, (EM-_) (_M-_)

Figure A. DOE Organizational Structure as of June 1993,
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In an effort to focus resources and address opportunities, EM-50 has developed Integrated
Programs (IP) and Integrated Demonstrations (ID).

An Integrated Program focuses on technologies to solve a specific aspect of a waste manage-
ment or environmental problem and it can be either unique to a site or common to many sites.
An Integrated Program supports applied research to develop innovative technologies in key
application areas organized around specific activities required in each stage of the remediation
process (e.g., characterization, treatment, and disposal).

An Integrated Demonstration is the cost-effective mechanism that assembles a group of related
and synergistic technologies to evaluate their performance individually or as a complete system
in correcting waste management and environmental problems from cradle to grave.

The Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (the subject of this report) is part of EM-552,
Waste Management.

Deputy Assistant Secretary
for

Technology Development
(EM-50)

I

I , I ....... I I
Office of

Technology Office of Office of Office of Office of
Integration and Research Demonstration,
Environmental Program and Testing, Special

Education Support Development and Evaluation Programs
Development (EM-53) (EM-54) (EM-55) (EM-56)
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III1' I III I

Technology Resource Restoration Robotics and
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Figure B. Office of Technology Development Organizational Structure as of June 1993.
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BURIED WASTE INTEGRATED DEMONSTRATION
OVERVIEW

The Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration To test and evaluate technologies considered
(BWID) supports the applied research, devel- for remediating buried waste sites, a simu-
opment, demonstration, and evaluation of a lated cold test pit was created by the Idaho
suite of advanced technologies that offer prom- National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) in
ising solutions to the problems associated with 1988. It consisted of five cells with various
the remediation of buried waste. BWlD ad- simulated waste configurations. Three test
dresses the difficult remediation problems as- cells were added in 1992 to encompass other
sociated with DOE complex-wide buried waste location configurations. See Appendix
waste, particularly transuranic (TRU) con- A for a description of the Cold Test Pit.
taminated buried waste. BWID has imple-
mented a systems approach to the development BWID subscribes to the clarion call that
and demonstration of technologies that will "Implementation is Success." Therefore, the
characterize, retrieve, treat, and dispose of BWlD's success will be determined by its

ability to address the needs of the ER, WM,DOE buried wastes. This approach encom-
passes the entire remediation process from and FT and provide technologies and technol-
characterization to post-monitoring. The de- ogy systems in time for inclusion into the
velopment and demonstration of the technol- record of decision (ROD) process and other
ogy is predicated on how a technology fits into required remediation activities. BWID works
the total remediation process. To address all closely with private industry and universities
of these technological issues, BWID has en- to ensure the commercialization of develop-
listed scientific expertise of individuals and ing technologies, while working with stake-
groups from within the DOE Complex, aswell holders and regulators to ensure the
as experts from universities and private indus- acceptability of developing technologies.
try.

r

The BWID mission is to support development
and demonstration of a suite of technologies THE PROBLEM

that, when integrated with commercially-avail- The amount of buried waste located through-
able technologies, forms a comprehensive,
remediation system for the effective and effi- out the DOE Complex as of 1990 is estimated
cient remediation of buried waste throughout at approximately 3.1 million cubic meters.

The DOE sites where this waste is predomi-
the DOE Complex. BWID will evaluate and

nantly located are:
validate demonstrated technologies and trans-
fer this information and equipment to private • the Hanford Site, in Richland, Wash-
industry to support the Office of Environmen- ington;
tal Restoration (ER), Office of Waste Man-

agement (WM), and Office of Facility • the Savannah River Site (SRS), near
Transition (FT) remediation planning and Aiken, South Carolina;
implementation activities.
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• the Idaho National Engineering Labo- be contaminated with both hazardous and ra-
ratory (INEL), near Idaho Falls, Idaho; dioactive materials. DOE buried waste typi-

cally includes TRU-contaminated radioactive
• the Los Alamos National Laboratory waste, LLW, hazardous waste per 40 CFR

(LANL), in Albuquerque, New 261, greater-than-class-C (GTCC) waste per
Mexico; 10 CFR 61.55, mixed TRU waste, and mixed

• the Oak Ridge National Laboratory LLW. Interstitial soils are also believed to
(ORNL), in Oak Ridge Tennessee, and be contaminated as a result of these disposal

practices, which significantly increases the
• the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP), near Den- volume of materials requiring remediation.

ver, Colorado.
Typical buried waste includes construction

The wastes at these various sites have been and demolition materials (lumber, concrete
buried or stored in several types of structures, blocks, steel plates, etc.), laboratory equip-
including trenches, pits, buildings, and stor- ment (hoods, desks, tubing, glassware, gloves,
age pads. etc.), process equipment (heat exchanger,

valves, ion exchange resins, high efficiency
Approximately half of all DOE buried waste particulate air filters, etc.), maintenance equip-
was disposed of before 1970 in accordance ment (hand tools, cranes, oils and greases,
with the regulations of that time. Disposal etc.), and decontamination materials (paper,
regulations at that time permitted the com-
mingling of various types of waste (TRU, rags, gloves, plastic bags).
low-level radioactive (LLW), and hazardous). The waste and site characteristics of the INEL

As a result, much of the buried waste through- Radioactive Waste Management Complex
out the DOE Complex is presently believed to (RWMC) are generally representative of other

DOE buried waste sites;

I | m. therefore, remediationFY_ .. .. ,,5 me T
_,,s0w c.,,_s/ _,,,¢_ technology demonstra-

I_h0 Naliomd , lieIrNtmlt0aU0na
E_._ 'lln mr _ vl V tions performed at INEL
L_otato_/

_&& _ should be transferable
r,up,,,,,r,.m., . I _,,,_S 1 , _ for potential applica-

,.,+ms,,- i IF-_ tions at other DOE bur-
,®A. ;,, c_ -I(._s) ied waste sites
T_4_anY _ i } OrattlOrS Orata

o.,,m, _ I,,,._,-.. Approximately 0.3 mil-
w_5 ,,_ o,.,.oD I lion cubic meters of
LLW/TRU_W J ! _1 RemedalOesign [
F_._ waste is buried at the

; i I Iout _' .... INEL RWMC. A vari-
"'' ] ,,,.J I v _..b.o....._oA_ ,...............,.,..:.......... _,..a+._, .-,,mxo_=.._ ety of containers were

C_lrlaltrlza_nP_crmlnceTem __t.,_mm_ o PlanneaUtkmltone,used for the disposal of
m " I ! i'iiiiiR_klvlll _ Rlgdllvmli ) ¢.,'*'_,'Chlractetization

dm.,_,gm_,.r=,, O,mo| m_0 [ i " _,..,, buried waste. Typical

Thlml|lrrNlmlnt _' Ilnoe. --_,_._.',_1_, _ w..,..._, containers used for
'wit. I I Tr=tU.em rretm+er_ al_ ,nW',t_mumSv,+o_mo waste shipment such as

---'r.,_o_o_,m_._,_=,o.those used at INEL in-/
eluded steel drums (30-,

Figure C. Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration Implementation 40-, and 55-gallon),
Schedule.
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cardboard cartons, and wooden boxes (up to 105 X 105 X 214 in.). Larger individual items were
disposed of separately as loose trash. Degradation of the waste containers is believed to have
resulted in contamination of the immediately surrounding soil. Estimates of contaminated soils
at INEL are on the order of 0.9 million cubic meters.

In the past, incomplete records were kept, and as a result, the exact nature of the contamination
is uncertain. Through the years, some of the waste-containing drums and boxes have leaked and
the contents have mixed, creating another kind of problem. Some have potentially spread and
migrated to the groundwater.

These waste disposal sites must be
remediated or _leaned up within the con-
straints of the existing and evolving statu-
tory and regulatory requirements. These
requirements include the Federal Facility
Agreement and Consent. Order (FFA/CO),
as well as other interagency agreements
with legally binding milestones.

THE NEEDS

DOE buried wastes present significant re-
mediation challenges, particularly the waste
buried prior to 1970. DOE is committed to

Figure D. Random disposal of drums at the resolving the issues and problems resulting
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory in 1969. from past disposal practices. The Office of

Technology Development supports these
efforts to ensure that appropriate techno-
logical solution options are available to
accomplish remediation objectives. The
following paragraphs describe BWID's
objectives in its effort to fulfill the techno-
logical needs in the broad categories of Site
Characterization, Retrieval, Waste Assay/
Characterization, and Treatment.

A detailed systems study was initiated dur-
ing 1992 and is on-going. EM assisted in
the development of the system approach,
which has resulted in the identification of

high-level systems for the remediation of
buried waste (see Appendix B).

Figure E. Early trench burial practices at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory.
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BWID is exploring four high-level systems other treatment techniques are also being in-
for the remediation of buried waste: the char- vestigated. Pretreatment, such as size reduc-
acterization/retrieve/ex-situ treat system, char- tion and metal sorting, may also be required.
acterization/in situ treat/retrieve system, Final waste forms will be assayed to deter-
characterization/in situ treat/monitor system, mine their compliance with disposal require-
and characterization/contain/stabilize/monitor ments. Packaging and ultimate disposal
system. Each technology process is inte- complete this system option.
grated with and dependent upon its surround-

The primary objective of the characterization/ing processes. These processes must perform
in situ treatment/retrieval system is to use into their expected levels for the overall system

to be successful in achieving its remediation situ treatment processes to minimize the po-
objectives (see Figure F). tential spread of contamination before and

during buried waste retrieval. The combina-
The characterization/retrieval/ex situtreatment tion of in situ treatment and subsequent re-
system involves exhuming and subsequently trieval provides the potential for significantly
treating the retrieved waste. Characterization reducing contamination spread versus the re-
is required to define waste boundaries, in- trieval of untreated waste.
crease safety in the exhumation process, and

The objective of thc characterization/in situ
provide the necessary information for the treat-
ment process. Retrieved waste and soil need treatment/monitoring system is to treat, in
to be packaged and transported to a treatment situ, radiological and/or hazardous buried
facility, waste so that the subsequent waste form can

be left in place. The performance characteris-
Waste streams will eventually need to be tics of the treated waste must provide for the
treated. To date, the Program's emphasis has destruction of hazardous waste and immobili-
been high-ternperature thermal treatments, but zation of radiological waste constituents in

both waste and inter-
stitial soils. This

treatment must repre-
sent a solution in

which long-term haz-
Monitor ardous and radiologi-

cal releases to
Contain/

Characterization In-Situ groundwater, surface
Treatment soils, or air are elimi-

Retrieval nated. In addition to
and ,, TRU and non-transu-

Storage isposal ranic radionuclides,
the system must in-

clude identification,t Retrieval Ex-Situ treatment, and moni-Treatment toring capabilities for
,,

hazardous organics
and metals.

Figure F. Systems approach encompasses entire remediation process,
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The objective of the characterization/contain/ dispersal. This technology has dem-
stabilize/monitor system is to emplace engi- onstrated, via retrieval of simulated
neered barriers that retard and prevent radio- waste, that cryogenic applications dur-
nuclide and hazardous substance migration ing the retrieval process can signifi-
from buried waste sources. Depending on the cantly reduce dust contamination.
level of hazards, this option provides long-
term or interim remediation measures and • In the contamination control area, the

allows mitigation of the immediate hazard. Contamination Control Unit (CCU) is
a trailer-mounted system developed to
control dust generated during buried
waste excavation and retrieval. The

ACCOMPLISHMENTS system can dispense dust control prod-
ucts, including chemical soil fixants

° BWID has demonstrated and evalu- and water mist, 100 feet from the trailer.
ated a number of technologies in char- The nuclear-grade vacuum system re-
acterization, retrieval, contamination moves dust and soil debris from equip-
control, and treatment areas. In the ment, assisting in decontamination.
characterization area, the manual Rapid This technology was successfully dem-
Geophysical Surveyor (RGS)demon- onstrated in FY93 and proved to re-
strated its technical value by perform- duce dust generation significantly. The
ing geophysical surveys 30-300 times success of this technology is made more
faster than hand-held instrument sur- evident through its use by Environ-
veys and for a cost of 256 versus $5.00 mental Restoration at the Idaho Na-

per data point. Since the successful tional Engineering Laboratory and
demonstration of the RGS, it has been Hanford to assist in remediation ac-
used to address remediation problems tivities on contaminated sites.
at Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Pits 9 and 7 at the Idaho National ° In the treatment area, the Ice Electrode

Engineering Laboratory, and at Camp project uses a novel approach to re-
Pendelton Marine Base. moving heavy metals from solutions.

Bench-scale tests of this experimental
° In the technology area of retrieval, the technology showed that heavy metal

Cryogenic Retrieval method was in- contaminants in solution can be cap-
vestigated in 1992 as a way to control tured in an ice coating on a metal elec-
windblown contaminated dust during trode, then recovered by allowing the
excavation and retrieval. In a full- ice to melt. Metals tested include cop-
scale, proof-of-principle demonstra- per, silver, zinc, cobalt, cadmium, lead,
tion, the test areas were frozen with and chromium. Preliminary work with
liquid nitrogen through a series of pipes metals that do not electrodeposit on
inserted into the Cold Test Pit soil. A conventional electrodes, such as ura-

gantry robot equipped with shears, nium and tungsten, suggests that ox-
grapple, jackhammer, hydraulic jack, ides of such metals can be recovered
and a video system broke up and re- with an ice electrode. With further de-
moved chunks of frozen soil/waste velopment, this technology can be used
from the test area with negligible dust in conjunction with chemical oxida-
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tion technology, to distroy organics For fluter information, please
and remove various inorganic hazards contact:
and radioactive constituents.

• BWID has established a public partici- Jailer Mohiuddin
pation policy with the goal of provid- Program Manager

U.S. Department of Energying stakeholders with timely and
accurate information and meaningful Office of Technology Development12800 Middlebrook Road, Room 466A
opportunities for involvement in the

Germantown, Maryland 20874
technology development and demon-

(301) 903-7965
stration process. During 1993, presen-
tations were made to civic, educational, Kevin Kostelnik

andtechnical groups; displays andpost- Coordinator
ers were viewed nationally; regular EG&G Idaho, Inc.
media contacts were established; and PO Box 1625

video teleconferences were held to Idaho Falls, ID 83415-3710
enhance communication. A Technol- (208) 526-9642
ogy Exhibition and Equipment Dis-
play was held on July 29-30, 1993, George Schneider
with presentations, poster sessions, site DOE-Idaho Field Office
tours, and equipment displays avail- Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415
able to participants. (208) 526-6789

The above examples represent a fraction of
the many BWID accomplishments. The fol-
lowing pages outline the full range of tech-
nologies and BWID accomplishments to date
in support of the four remediation systems
being explored at INEL.
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Site Characterization

Point of Contact:

Richard A. Callow

EG&G Idaho, Inc.
PO Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83415-3710
(208) 526-2042
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1.1 RAPID GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYOR

TASK DESCRIPTION than hand-held instruments. The RGS can be

easily and quickly deployed at any DOE or
The objective of tlhisproject is to design, con- commercial facility where a high resolution mag-
struct, and demonstrate a device to quickly and netic survey is required.
inexpensively characterize buried waste sites by
collecting high quality, dense sets of magnetic
data. The Rapid Geophysical Surveyor (RGS) is
a hand-pushed, nonferrous vehicle that carries TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
multiple cesium total field magnetometers, a
data logger, and data storage hardware and soft- There is a need to collect more dense magnetic
ware (see Figure 1.1). The unit can be easily data for better interpretation and characterization

of the subsurface at high speed. The collection ofadapted to accommodate different magnetic sen-
sors. Magnetic data are collected automatically dense magnetic data can provide a much clearer
and stored at user-specified intervals as close as image of the subsurface and allow for a more

well-defined site characterization. Given the
2 inches apart as the unit is pushed along survey
profile lines. The resulting database is very high size of the areas to be characterized, current
resolution and can identify individual metallic methods would not provide the data density nor
objects, and object orientation, shape, and depth the speed necessary to collect enough data in a
of burial, reasonable time.

The RGS can perform geophysical magnetic
surveys quicker (30 - 300 times faster) and more
economically (20 times cheaper per data point) ACCOMPLISHMENTS

............. The RGS was successfully demon-

" ! strated at the Cold Test Pit, then used

toscanUuriewaste its7an 9at
the INEL, and to assist with remedia-

tion problems at Los Alarnos Na-
tional Laboratory and Camp
Pendelton Marine Base.

Straightforward interpretation prin-
ciples were applied to the magnetic
data, which provided reliable detec-
tion of all the isolated ferrous objects
in the Cold Test Pit Characterization

Cell, a general depiction of the Re-
trieval Cell and an accurate defini-

tion of the overall waste pit. The
RGS can collect spatially denser data

Figure 1.1. Rapid Geophysical Surveyor at the sets than previously possible, therebyINELCold Test Pit.
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providing a much higher resolution picture of the
buried waste site. The surveyor was developed
for less than $200,000.

COLLABORATION_CHNOLOGY
TRANSFER

The success of this technology has resulted in the
spin-off of a small company. This company will
be entering the market place to sell the unit.

For further information, please
contact:

G. S. Carpenter
EG&G Idaho, Inc.
(208) 526-4166

N. E. Josten
EG&G Idaho, Inc.
(208) 526-7691

L. G. Roybal
EG&G Idaho, Inc.
(208) 526-5744
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1.2 RAPID TRANSURANIC MONITORING LABORATORY

TASK DESCRIPTION • a VAX 4000 Model 100 computer; and

The focus of this project is to develop a field • computer terminals andtwo printersused
deployable laboratorythatcan continuously moni- to display and generate reports of analy-
torairborne TRU concentration and rapidly analyze sis results.
soil, smear, and air filter samples for TRU isotopes
and fission and activation products in a cost-effec- The unit can process over 100 samples per day of
tive manner. The Rapid Transuranic Monitoring soils, filters, and smears in afield setting. The lower

levels of detection vary depending upon analysisLaboratory (RTML) is contained in two trailers (8
x24 feet and 8 x 48 feet), The smaller trailer houses system; the large area alpha, ionization spectrom-
a sample preparation laboratory (see Figures 1.2a eter can process 33 soil samples per day at 20 pCi/
and 1.2) and the larger trailer contains: g (alpha). The U-L-Shell X-Ray system can pro-

cess 79 samples per day at 50 pCi/g (alpha) and 1-
• one terminal that controls and displays 5 pCi/g (gamma), Simultaneously, the alpha cams

spectral data from four alpha continuous can analyze air quality continuously at 1-DAC-hr.

air monitors; The RTML is appropriate for use at any TRU-
• two Ordela large-area ionization cham- contaminated waste site being excavated.

ber alpha spectrometers; The RTML provides rapid on-site sample analysis
• a thin-window gamma-ray spectrometer at a lower cost per analysis than conventional

and automatic sample changer; methods. The main advantage is that samples can
be processed in under
one hour forabout $30

p.,ph.od per sample using a
'*_°"_" technician-driven sys-oot_lng oy|lem. (lolls,

i.neiirs, flN_s alphaand U-L shellX,,ily multiple samp_,,_. **_,.,., (..,,_....., tem. This compares to
"""_" P'"'_'_) fixed-laboratory re-

suits with radiochem-

ists analyzing several
samples per day at
$200-$300 per
sample.

computer

Alpha Cam
Remote unnlng honda

Figure 1.2a. Rapid Transuranic Monitoring Laboratory.



TECHNOLOGY NEEDS analyze any gamma or alpha emitting radionu-
clides with near radiochemistry LLD.

The need forrapid monitoring is expressed in the
mandatory operational a.M safety limits thatmay
not be exceeded, and in the extremely small
amounts of plutonium/americium allowed for COLLABORATION/I*ECHNOLOGY
personal uptake. Techniques are need to mea- TRANSFER
sure both airborne and loose surface contamina-

tion in the picocurie per gram-level in a matter of INEL and Fernald Environmental Restoration
hours rather than days. programs have plans to use the unit in FY94 for

soil assessment. In addition, a private company
With low levels ofdetectability, rapid turnaround, has entered into negotiations with INEL forcom-
and a reduction in the potential for large numbers mercialization of the unit.
of samples the system would reduce costs and
improve the ability to meet schedules.

For further information, please

ACCOMPLISHMENTS contact:

R.J. GehrkeThe RTML was demonstrated successfully and
EG&G Idaho, Inc.

is presently ready for transfer to the Environmen-
tal Restoration Program. The INEL Environ- (208) 526-4155

mental Restoration Program plans on using the G.G. Loomis
unit for soil sample screening during FY94, and EG&G Idaho, Inc.
the Femald Site is exploring the use of the unit to (208) 526-9208
assess soil samples containing uranium and its
decay products. The laboratory can be used to C.V. Mclsaac

EG&G Idaho, Inc.
(208) 526-0581

C. W. SiU
EG&G Idaho, Inc.

i_ ........ _ (208) 526-0605

°_ "

Figure 1.2b. Interior of Rapid Transuranic
Monitoring Laboratory: Loose Surface
Contamination Counting Area.
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1.3 REMOTE CHARACTERIZATION SYSTEM

TASK DESCRIPTION The RCS allows simultaneous use of multiple
sensors, thereby reducing remediation cost by

This project demonstrates the feasibility of re- rapidly characterizing waste sites. The RCS also
mote, high-precision characterization of buried improves safety by not requiring workers at
waste by deploying and operating multiple geo- hazardous waste sites to enter these hazardous
physical sensors over a waste site. The Remote areas.
Characterization System (RCS) consists of a
vehicle, multiple geophysical radiation and/or The RCS is still in the development stage and not
chemical sensors, on-board video cameras, data yet ready for field implementation. However,
communication equipment, a Global Positioning once field deployable, the RCS can be used at any
System, and a control base station (see Figures DOE or industrial facilities that have buried
1.3a and 1.3b). The vehicle was designed and hazardous and/or radioactive waste.
fabricated specifically for the RCS to minimize
the amount of ferrous metal in the vehicle, which

would interfere with the operation of the sensors. TECHNOLOGY NEEDS

Sensors include flux gate, proton precession, and
Current non-intrusive subsurface mapping tech-

optically pumped magnetometers; ground pen-
etrating radar; and an EM-31. Other detectors niques are labor intensive and time consuming.
may be added to the array to accommodate dif-
ferent waste stream situations. The control sys-
tem enables integration of subsurface data with
excavation planning, controls the vehicle, and
has an ethemet radio frequency link with the
sensors and vehicle controls.

Figure 1.3a. Remote Characterization Systemat Figure 1.3b. Remote Characterization System
the INELCold Test Pit. Control Station.
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Manual methods of data acquisition from geo- For further information, please
physical sensors areobtained from one sensor at contact:
a time. A system is needed to more quickly and
remotely deploy a suite of sensors at the same Pacific Northwest Laboratory

time to provide information about and identify N. Hansen
metallic objects, hot spots, pit and trench bound-
aries, radiation and levels. (509) 375-3786

G. A. Sandness
This system will allow improved data quality
through automated data acquisition, improved (509) 375-3808
data display for interpretation, and increased T.L. Stewart

safety for personnel, especially when access to (509) 375-2672
the waste site represents risk to personnel.

EG&G Idaho, Inc.

R. A. Hyde

ACCOMPLISHMENTS (208) 526-0741

The RCS was demonstrated and tested at the S.Walker
INEL Cold Test Pit in June 1993. The demon- (208) 526-8815

stration showed that data from three geophysical Lawrence Hvermore National

sensors can be collected simultaneously and Laboratorytransmitted to the control base station for real-

time display. The RCS, while making numerous R. Kane
advances in the technology ofremote site charac- (510) 422-0410
terization, was shown to be still in the develop-
ment stage. Specifically, further development of J.L. Pence
the sensors and communication system is needed (510) 423-1173

before reliable operation can be achieved. Oak Ridge National Laboratory

T. E. Noel

(615) 576-3640
COLLABORATION_CHNOLOGY

TRANSFER B.S. Richardson
(615) 576-6820

The system was developed utilizing five national
laboratories (INEL, Oak Ridge, Sandia, J. Rowe
Lawrence Livermore, and Pacific Northwest). (615) 576-6820

Sandia National Laboratory

D. S. Horschell

(505) 845-9836

C. Q. Little
(505) 844-8366



1.4 MAGNETIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC GEOPHYSICAL
SURVEYING

E

TASK DESCRIPTION when mapped against the actual location of an
anomaly. Complete interpretation of the posi-

This project is designed to demonstrate how tion tagged data will provide detailed informa-
efficiently airborne magnetic and electromag- tien for characterizing buried materials and
netic devices can map buried waste sites and geologic information that can be used for
characterize subsurface waste objects. The air- hydrogeological modelling of the waste area.
borne geophysical surveying system is a helicop- Data interpretation for each site is based on
ter-mounted set of standard mineral exploration locating magnetic and electromagnetic anoma-
sensors including magnetic and electromagnetic lies, determining the amplitude of each anomaly
sensor packages and ancillary electronic interro- above the total magnetic background reading,
gation packages (see Figures 1.4aand 1.4b). The and correlating these anomalies with their most
total magnetic field of the test areas is measured probable source.
passively with a dual magnetic gradiometer sys-
tem, which consists of two split-beam, optically Initial demonstration of these surveying tech-
pumped, cesium magnetometers and two opti- niques indicate that they can be used to provide
cally pumped helium magnetometers. This al- the initial field screening of large DOE and
lows the vertical and horizontal gradient of the industrialwaste sites. Questionable areas can be
total magnetic field to be computed, quickly screened for possible burial sites. Thor-

ough characterization of a site, however, will
The electromagnetic active method uses three require combining land-based sensor technolo-
horizontal coplanar coil pairs and two vertical gies that obtain high resolution data.
coaxial pairs. The accuracy of the sensor plat-
form positioning system is plus or minus 2 meters

TECHNOLOGY NEEDS

There are many sites where the documentation of
the buried waste is not complete. There are
questions about the accuracy of the data that does
exist. The sites are very large, and there is a need
to establish a method that more quickly screens
these areas and identifies potential buried waste
sites.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Figure 1.4a. Helicopter-mounted standard Airborne geophysical surveys were flown over
mineral exploration sensors including magnetic the INEL's Naval Ordnance Disposal Area, the
and electromagnetic sensor packages.
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Cold Test Pit, Subsurface Disposal Area, and the For further information, please
SL- 1 area withEBASCO Environ-mental's sen- contact:
sors. Approximately 130 line miles of geophysi-
cal surveys were obtained during the INEL M.E. Smith
demonstration. The electromagnetic data pro- EG&G Idaho
duced broad anomalies, and buried waste areas (303) 980-3600
could be defined and anomalies caused by buried
objects could be differentiated from anomalies D.E. Shropshire
caused by geologic features. The ability to EG&G Idaho, Inc.
delineate and identify the individual sources was (303) 526-6800
limited. The magnetic data were used success-
fully to delineate burial trenches and pits and R.A. Hyde
have the potential for detecting ordnance. Mag- EG&G Idaho, Inc.
netic data were also used successfully in locating (208) 526-0741
specific source areas within large burial areas.

i i With additional data analysis and processing,

i i magnetic data can be used to characterize ferrous
objects. This technology is available for waste

J

characterization activities involving large sur-
,J
_, veys over broad areas where, initially, fine detail
4 is not required.

CO_ORATION/TECHNOLOGY

TRANSFER

EBASCO performed the fly-over work and the
U. S. Geological Survey performed the data
manipulation.

_- Anomaly E
Anomaly D

Anomaly C

Anomaly A

Figure 1.4b. Isometric display of INELCold Test Pit.
10



1.5 THERMAL INFD IMAGING SYSTEM

TASK DESCRIIPTION rithms for object rejection, classification, and
reporting. The data collected consisted of time

The objective of this project is to demonstrate an tagged IR "photographs" with position informa-
airborne infrared (IR) sensor method to detect tion contained in "landmark" features. These

and map ordnance and buried waste, and deter- "photographs" were enhanced using the ad-
mine the feasibility of using automatic image vanced IR image processing alogrithms.
processing algorithms to detect objects of inter-
est (see Figure 1.5). Martin Marietta's helicop-
ter-mounted imaging system, demonstrated in
1992, consisted of a gyro-stabilized IR detector TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
of the mercul3'-cadmium-telluride type consist-

There aremany DOE sites where ordnance haveing of four elements with a spectral range of 8 to
12 m and with closed cycle cooling, control been buried in a shallow landfill or were unex- ,
electronics, a time code generator for time tag- plored during testing. The sites, in general, are
ging of sensor images, and a video system. A very large in surface area as they were once firing
ground station included an advanced thermo- and test ranges. This technology would be a
graphic image processor with the ability to pro- quick screening method for buried ordnance.
cess images in real-time. Image processing
algorithms used morphological filters, edge-

based detection approaches, multiple feature ACCOMPLISHMENTS
computations, linear classifiers, and other algo-

Surveys were flown over the Cold
Test Pit, Subsurface Disposal Area,
Naval Ordnance Disposal Area
(NODA), and the SL-1 burial pit
and trench. Results from this dem-

onstration indicated the system has
the potential to detect 6 inch ord-
nance or shrapnel at depths 1 to 2

_ _ feet below the surface. Ground sur-
_;i'iii;ii_/_'!_/;?_::_!:.::;f:._?.' veys are necessary to validate iden-

tified anomalies.

Figure 1.5. Helicopter-mounted infrared sensor
imaging system.
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COLIABORATION/TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER

ThisworkwasdoneincollaborationwithMartin
Marietta.

For further information, please
contact:

V. Vehlewaldo

MartinMariettaCorporation
(407) 356-4866

D. E. Shropshire
EG&GIdaho,Inc.
(208) 526-6800

R. A. Hyde
EG&GIdaho, Inc.
(208) 526-0741
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1.6 BROAD BAND ELECTROMAG_TICS

TASK DESCRIPTION location. Investigation is in progress of en-
hanced interpretation.

The objective of the Broad Band Electro-mag-
netics (BBEM) Demonstration was to adapt BBEM Demonstration will be useful in character-
present broadband electromagnetic interpreta- izing any waste environmentcontaining conduc-
tion technologies used in mineral exploration to tire material.Thesesites includeburiedwaste sites,
locate, in three dimensions, objects buried at ordnance fields, andhazardouswaste sites.
shallow depths (see Figure 1.6). The BBEM
Demonstration device is an asymmetrictwo-coil
induction system using a large 5-meter diameter TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
transmitting loop to generate the equivalent of a

three-decade frequency spectrum. When current There is a need to have quantifiable data about
flow is interrupted, a transient magnetic field buriedwaste pits and trenches. In addition, some
may be briefly observed. This transient decay is further understanding of the buried material
analyzed to determine the magnitude of the in- would provide an advantage in preparing the
duced field at systematic intervals. This infor- remedial design.
marion provides conductivity information at
various delay intervals that may be equated to
different penetration depths. The system may be
used in either a traverse/profile configuration or ACCOMPLISHMENTS
as a vertical electric expander, or "sounding"
device. For this reason it is easily adapted to use A time domain BBEM Demonstration system
in describing three dimensional bodies was demonstrated at the Cold Test Pit and the

RWMC with encouraging results when corn-
Conventional equipment and interpretation soft, pared to historical information collected at the
ware provide demonstrated capability to charac- Cold Test Pit and Pit 9. Further development for
terize buried waste sites by obtaining afrequency this technology is necessary.
spectrum (approximately 64 values) at a spatial

COLIABORATION/TECHNOLOGY

TRANSFER

This activity is being done in collaboration with
the U.S. Geological Survey and Rust Geotech,
Inc.

Figure 1.6. Broad band electromagnetic
demonstration at INEL.
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For further information, please
contact:

H. D. MacLean
RUST Geotech, Inc.

L. Pellerim
U.S. Geological Survey
(303) 248-6702
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1.7 TENSOR MAGNETIC GRADIOMETER

TASK DESCRIPTION The prototype TMG measures the five indepen-
dent components of the gradient of the vector

The purpose of this joint-development project magnetic field, andhas a sensitivity better than 1
between DOE andtheU.S. Geological Survey is nanoTesla/meter. Refinement in temperature
to develop an improved system for nonintrusive and attitude corrections are anticipated to ira-
site characterization by measuring andinterpret- prove sensitivity to 0.1 nT/m. The system is
ing the magnetic gradient tensor, being adapted for mobile deployment using a

non-ferrous manually operated platform. It isThe Tensor Magnetic Gradiometer (TMG) em-
ploys an arrayof four triaxial vector magnetom- anticipated thatoverall survey cost will be sub-
eters to measure the three magnetic field vectors stantially reduced throughtheadvantage of real-

time interpretation and reductions in mapand five components of its spatial gradient (see
Figure 1.7). Using all of the spatial gradients of compilation and modelling.
the earth's magnetic field significantly improves
the applicability and efficacy of magnetic meth-
ods for subsurface detection and mapping. The TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
technique offers an improved method for simple
object location called"dipole mapping", inwhich There is a need to quickly collect magnetic data

for better interpretation and characterization ofsmall isolated magnetic targets can be accurately
the subsurface (ideally, real time). The non-

located and characterized by only a few measure-
intrusive collection of magnetic data will also

ments. In fact, this omnidirectional gradient
information is sufficient to permit a simple quan- increase worker safety.
titative interpretation from a single station.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The U.S. Geological Survey has completed
fabrication of a TMG consisting of four
triaxle ringcore fluxgate magnetometers.
The software to operate the system is cur-
rently being completed. The system will be
field tested during FY94 at the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey test area. The integrated hard-
ware/software system, when demonstrated,
is expected to provide real-time magnetic
imagery of ferrous targets within buried
waste sites.

Figure 1.7. Tensor Magnetic Gradiometer
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COLIABORATION/_CHNOLOGY
TRANSFER

This activityis being done in collaborationwith
the U.S. Geological Survey and Rust Geotech,
Inc.

For further information, please
contact:

D. D. Snyder
RUST Geotech Inc.

(303) 248-6697

L. Pellerim
U.S. Geological Survey
(303) 248-6702
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1.8 DIG-FACE CHARACTERIZATION

,_. .

TASK DESCRIPTION waste. The remediation process proceeds in a
stepwise manner in which the characterization

The dig-face characterization project is an inte- data is interpretedon-line to support the retrieval
grated demonstration to develop and test mul- process (see Figures 1.Sa and 1.8b).
tiple sensors that can be used aspart of a retrieval
effort. The dig-face characterization technology The feasibility of the concept of characterization
will allow continuous and continually improving by deployment of multiple sensors during pro-
monitoring and characterization of the site being gressive soil removal has been demonstrated.
remediated. The dig-face characterization tech- Candidate sensors (geophysical, radioactive,
nique is integrated into the remediation process chemical) have been identified. Development of
itself, and sensor data interpretation skills are automatic deployment capability is in progress.
improved by comparing interpreted data images Development of refined data interpretation tech-
with the retrieved targets, niques to support rapidtarget identifications is in

progress.
Geophysical, chemical, and radiological sensors
are being deployed by a robotic system. The The dig-face technology reduces environmental,
sensors scan over the surface being remediated, health, and safety risks during cleanup of buried
As waste retrieval proceeds, the sensors are con- waste sites, and is applicable to any waste site
tinuously deployed to characterizethe remaining undergoing retrieval. Real-time data interpreta-

tion during the retrieval process allows for the
incorporation of appropriate remediation equip-
ment to maintain safety and environmental stan-
dards.

Figure 1.8a. Robotic gantry crane system for Figure 1,Sb, Pilot-scale deployment of dig-face
deploying the dig-face sensors, sensors using a soilbox to simulate the dig face.
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS COH..ABORATION/TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER

Real-time data interpretationsduringthe retrieval

process allows for the incorporation of appropri- Geonics Ltd., Ecology International, Colorado
ate remediation equipment to reduce safety and School of Mines, the U.S. Geological Survey,
health risks. SandiaNational Laboratory,and the GrandJunc-

tion Project Office are all involved in the devel-
opment of this technology. It is anticipated that

ACCOMPLISHMENTS the Dig-face Characterization will have several
potential commercial applications in manufac-

Three prototype sensors are being developed for turing, mining, andwaste cleanup operations.
dig-face application: gamma spectrometer, di-
electric permittivity sensor, andelectromagnetic
induction sensor. Initial laboratory data have
been obtained for the dielectric permittivity and For further information, please
gamma spectrometer sensors. Data indicate that contact:
both are feasible candidates fordig-face applica-
tion. R.A. Callow

EG&G Idaho, Inc.
Initiated testing for automated deployment of (208) 526-2042
dig-face sensors using a robotic gantry crane
system. This testing is being conducted at pilot N.E. Josten
scale using a soilbox to simulate the dig face and EG&G Idaho, Inc.
identify control system issues and needs. (208) 526-7691

Field testing has started at a test trench at the M.C. Pfeifer
INEL Cold Test Pit using multiple sensors de- EG&G Idaho, Inc.
ployed with a manual nonmetallic gantry de- (208) 526-1893
signed and constructed to support obtaining dense
data sets in a noninterfering environment. Data
has been obtained for several commercial sen-

sors (magnetometer, electromagnetic sensor,
chemical sensor) deployed over simulated tar-
gets in multiple passes as soil layers are progres-
sively removed. The data has been used to
evaluate resolution capabilities of sensors de-
ployed in this fashion and provide data for em-
pirical evaluation of the concept feasibility.

18



Retrieval

Point of Contact:

Guy G. Loomis
EG&G Idaho, Inc.
PO Box 1625

Idaho Falls, ID 83415-3710
(208) 526-2042
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2.1 CRYOGENIC RETRIEVAL

TASK DESCRIPTION access pit was in clean soil). The access pit
served to create a dig area from which excava-

A full-scale Cryogenic Retrieval demonstration tion of the waste could proceed• A gantry with
was completed at the INEL Cold Test Pit in a remotely operated jackhammer, a hydraulic
FY92. A series of carbon and stainless steel 2- jack, shears, and a grapple was moved over the
inch schedule40 freeze pipes, approximately 10 frozen area to be retrieved.
feet to 12feet in length, were driven into 3 areas
of soil and simulated buriedwaste. For the field With the gantry and tools in place, the tools
demonstration, about 65 pipes were driven into were remotely operated and the frozen soil and
each of 3 areas that measured 9 feet x nine feet simulated waste were excavated and

x ten feet (810 fP). Liquid nitrogen (LN2) was loaded into transport boxes (see Figure 2.1b).
circulated through the pipes, and small quanti- The jackhammer was used to break up the soil
ties of water were injected to promote cohesion and debris. The shears cut and sized the mate-
of the soil and simulated waste particles (see rial, and the grapple picked up the debris and
Figure 2.1a). Besides freezing the test pit, the loaded it into the transport boxes.
perimeter of an adjacent access pit was also
frozen. Once the areato be removed was frozen, The prototype system is scalable to support 80
the center of the access pit was excavated (the cubic yards of buried waste retrieval per 8-hour

Figure 2.la. Liquid nitrogen injection pipes Figure 2. lb. Rem()tely operate(! retrieval
inserted in the INELCold Test Pit. equipment.
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day. The retrieval can be accomplished with demonstated as mature enough to be consid-
minimal contamination spread as evidenced by ered for actual waste site applications to re-
a lack of surrogate tracers on air sampling sys- duce contamination spread during retrieval
terns during the proof-of-principle tests, operations.

Cryogenic retrieval can be used at waste dis-
posal sites; throughout the DOE Complex and
industry. The technology has application to COLIABORATION/TECHNOLOGY
any hazardous site requiring retrieval where TRANSFER
the spread of contamination is a high risk.

This technology was developed in collabora-
The benefits of cryogenic freezing followed tion with Sonsub TM. Sonsub TM currently owns
by retrieval are reduced risk to personnel and the patent rights and is in the process of mar-
minimal spread of contaminated dust and soil keting the technology.
moisture during waste excavation and retrieval.
By agglomerating contaminated soil particles,
the risk of generating, spreading, and inhaling

aerosolized dust is greatly reduced. For further information, please
contact:

TASK DESCRIPTION C. Yemington
Sonsub Services, Inc.

During retrieval operations there is a need to (713) 984-9150
reduce the risk to personnel and to minimize
the spread of contaminated dust. This is par- D.J. Valentich
ticularly true for sites where the risk of con- EG&G Idaho, Inc.
tamination is high and the work must be (208) 526-2984
performed remotely.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

This technology was successfully demon-
strated at the Cold Test Pit in the summer of

1992. The Cryogenic Retrieval full-scale dem-
onstration showed a positive proof of prin-

ciple for remote retrieval of simulated buried
TRU waste while containing contaminant

spread. Duringthe test, approximately 200,000
gallons of LN2 were used to freeze 4500 ft3of
soil and debris. The spread of respirable

particles was minimized by the freezing pro-
cess. This technology was successfully
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2.2 CRYOFRACTURE TM

TASK DESCRIPTION risks associated with theconventional shredding
of pyrophorics and other explosives are elimi-

The purpose of this project is to demonstrate nated with the CryofractureTMprocess.
CryofractureTM technology as a pretreatmentfor
processing retrieved and/orstored containerized
waste (see Figure 2.2).

TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
General Atomics, San Diego, California, devel-

oped this CryofractureTM technology todemilita- This technology provides a method for post-
rize chemical and biological weapons. The retrieval treatment of buried and stored waste,
process uses liquid nitrogento freeze materials to which result in a more homogenous waste for
-320°F, whicharethencmshedby alarge hydrau- passive and active assay systems. In addition, it
lic press. The freezing process immobilizes the reduces the risks associated with the conven-
active components, which are then crushed to tionalshreddingofpyro-phoricsandotherexplo-
fragment the material into treatablepieces. The sires.
method has been adapted and demonstrated as a
pretreatment size-reduction step in processing
TRU contaminated waste stored in drums and
boxes. ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Thesystemcanreduce55-gallondmmsor4x4x4- The Cryofracture TM facility was developed by
foot boxes of waste materials withno probability General Atomics. The demonstration showed a
of fire or explosion. The resultant debris, less positiveproofofprincipleforreducingthesizeof
than 6" mean size, is much more compatible with containerized waste. The demonstration showed
most treatment processes, that cryofracture was an effective size reduction

Potential applications include
waste disposal and treatment
facilities. The process can re-
place conventional shredder op-
erations which are challenged
by heavy structural materials,
cables, cloth, and aerosol con-
tainers.

Cryofracture TM enhances the
chances for success for post-
retrieval treatment of buried
waste and stored waste and re-

suits in a more homogenous
waste for passive and active as-
say systems. The hazards and Figure 2.2. Cryofracture process description.
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process. Containerized waste volumes were For fiu'ther information, please
reducedby up to 47%. On the average,90%of contact:
the material (containerizedwaste in 55-gallon
drumsor4x4x4-footboxes)wasfracturedto less N. Johansen
than 6 inches in size, making this processed GeneralAtomics
waste morecompatible with most waste treat- (619) 455-3345
mentoptions.

G. G. Loomis
EG&GIdaho, Inc.
(208) 526-9208

COLIABORATION/TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER

This technologywasdevelopedincollaboration
with General Atomics. GeneralAtomics owns
the patent for this technology and is currently
marketingthe technology.
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2.3 RETRIEVAL DEMONSTRATION

TASK DESCRIPTION
larproductionrates)both above andbelow grade.

The objective of the Retrieval Demonstration is It was capable of handing 1 yd3 loads of hetero-
to determine theeffectiveness of full-scale, corn- geneous waste with no spillage. It could selec-
mercially-available excavation equipment and tively grab small 1 in. diameter cables, as well as
end-effectors for the retrieval of simulated bur- handle large objects such as a 6 foot metal cube.
ied waste forms typical of DOE sites. Manually-

This equipment can be applied today to anyoperated commercially-available equipment was
retrieval operation requiring capabilities of han-evaluated for its suitability for buried waste re-

trieval. This equipment and its operation were dling heterogeneous waste forms. This equip-
also evaluated in terms of its remotization capa- ment has been evaluated for remotization, which
bility (see Figures 2.3aand 2.3b). The equipment is being considered for radioactive retrieval op-
and end-effectors evaluated in this study in- erations.
eluded a 325L excavator with Balderson thumb

end-effector, 935C track loader with multipur-

pose bucket, EL200B excavator with front TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
shovel, an IT28B integrated tool carrier with a
grip and grab end-effector, and 235B excavator This demonstration addressed the need for iden-
outfitted with a pair of Allied-Gator shears, tification of retrieval equipment that could best

handle the requirements for the retrieval of the
The average production (retrieval) rate of this buried waste in the DOE Complex. Once iden-
equipment was determined to be 400 yd3/day (8- tiffed, these pieces of equipment could be
hour day). This rate far exceeded the target goal remotized and optimized for retrieval activities.
of 80 yd3/day. The 325L excavator with
Balderson thumb proved to be the most versatile
machine evaluated, operating effectively (simi-

-; Figure 2.3a and 2.3b. Full-scale reerieval demonstrations at Caterpillar Cold Test Pit site, Illinois.



ACCOMPLISHMENTS For further information, please
contact:

A full-scale retrieval demonstration was con-

ducted in June 1993 at the Caterpillar, Inc. P. Pemberton

Edwards Training Center near Peoria, Illinois. Caterpillar, Inc.
The demonstration was performed at asimulated (309) 675-6951
waste pit constructed on this site. The simulated
waste pit (overall size 70 x 32 x 13 feet) was B.D. McFeeters
comprised ofthree separate cells; a stacked drums Caterpillar, Inc.
and boxes cell (35 x 32 x 13 feet), an earth (309) 675-6196

separation berm (10 x 32 x 13 feet), and a random
dumped drums andboxes ce11(25 x 32 x 13feet). T. Cook
Excavation of the pit occurred in four passes, Martin Marietta Aero & Naval Systems
each 8 feet wide, moving lengthwise along the (410) 682-3162

pit. The first two passes were excavated from the D.J. Valenttch
belowgrade position and the last two from EG&G Idaho, Inc.
abovegrade. Various equipment was tested dur- (208) 526-2984
ing the demonstration. The demonstration pro-
vided information on retrieval rates at a buried

waste site. The average production (retrieval)
rate of this equipment was determined to by 400
yd3/day (8-hour day). This rate far exceeded the
target goal of 80 yd3/day. The 325L excavator
with Balderson thumb proved to be the most
versatile, operating effectively both abovegrade
and belowgrade. It was capable of handling 1yd 3

loads of heterogeneous waste with no spillage
and could selectively grab small 1-inch-diameter
cables, as well as handle large objects, such as a
six-foot metal cube.

COLLABOI_TION/I'ECHNOLOGY

TRANSFER

Commercial equipment is readily available to
support retrieval operations. This equipment has
been used by industry and has been proven reli-
able. The use of this equipment can improve
throughput rates. However, additional develop-
ment, such as remotization, is required to im-

prove worker safety by removing the workers
from the hazards.
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2.4 REMOTE EXCAVATION SYSTEM

TASK DESCRIPTION to achieve these rates because ofprotective equip-
ment and monitoring requirements.

The objective of this project is to demonstrate
and evaluate a system to remotely excavate ra- The RES can be used for remote excavation of
dioactive waste, unexploded ordnances andother radioactive and hazardous sites and for retrieval
hazardous wastes. A standard military vehicle, of unexploded ordnance. The controls technol-
the Small Emplacement Excavator (SEE), was ogy developed for this project was implemented
modified by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in amodular fashion that permits rapid transfer of
for remote operation and computer-assisted con- the technology to other excavator platforms.
trol. The excavator boasts automated dig and With the RES, materials can be excavated and
dump functions, multiple video cameras, joint retrieved in a hazardous environment without
encoders and other sensor feedback. Video and endangering operator personnel.
control data is transmitted to the control station

via radio frequency links or fiber optics. A novel
joystick controller and a graphical computer in- TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
terface were developed to provide a remote con-

trol station that is easy to use and does not require Several DOE sites have significant amount of
line-of-sight operation, buried waste and contaminated soil. The mixture

The Remote Excavation System (RES) is de- varies from site to site, but the waste and con-
signed for relatively small excavations. Remote taminated soil consists of low-level, TRU, and
operation of the system demonstrated a retrieval high- level radionuclides, pyrophoric and possi-
rate of approximately 2.4 ft3/min. Manual opera- bly explosive materials in many forms. The meth-
tion under test conditions was able to achieve odsofremediationwillvary, but given the hazards

rates 50% higher. However, actual manned of the waste, robotic and remote handling tech-
operation at a waste site would likely not be able niques will be necessary to reduce the risk to theworker.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The RES was demonstrated at the INEL Cold

Test Pit and at the U.S. Army Redstone Arsenal
to evaluate the feasibility of excavating buried

waste and unexploded ordnances with aremotely
operated vehicle. At each of these demonstra-
tions, the relative performance benefits of
teleoperation and telerobotic excavation were
evaluated and documented. It was demonstrated

that the system can be operated remotely to
Figure 2.4a. Remote excavation operations at effectively excavate buriedwaste. The advanced
the INELCold Test Pit.
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control technology and computer-assisted op- For further information, please
erations made excavation relatively easy for in- contact:
experienced and experienced operators alike.

S. Ktllough
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(615) 574-4537

CO_ORATION/TECHNOLOGY

TRANSFER D. Thompson
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

The system was developed utilizing five national (615) 574-4633
laboratories (INEL, Oak Ridge, Sandia,
Lawrence, Livermore, and Pacific Northwest). R.A. Hyde
The Department of the Army also provided the EG&G Idaho, Inc.
platform, which was remotized for use by both (208) 526-0741

DOE and the Army. S.Walker
EG&G Idaho, Inc.
(208) 526-8815

Figure 2.4b. Manual operation of the Remote
Excavation System equipment.
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2.5 CONTAMINATION CONTROL UNIT

TASK DESCRIPTION suppressant, FlambindersM(calciumlignosulfate
manufactured by Flambeau Corporation), is com-

This project designs, constructs, and tests an monly used on forest service roads to suppress
easily deployed, mobile unit to efficiently and dust. This product is mixed with water, stored in
inexpensively suppress contaminated dust dur- a 325-gallon tank and pumped to a nozzle via a
ing excavation of buried waste. The Contamina- hose and reel system. Flambinder TM cures in a
tion Control Unit (CCU) is a 9 by 26-foot trailer few hours, and can withstand traffic of hundreds
outfitted with a powerful waste vacuuming sys- of vehicles without reapplication.
tern and three dust suppression systems (see
Figure 2.5). The vacuum, a nuclear-grade sys- In a field-deployable setting, the unit is capable
tem, with a High- Efficiency Particulate Air of fixing 500 ft2/minute with a total encapsulated
(HEPA) filter and a critically-safe 55-gallon (3M-Foamer), or apply 1000 ftV15 minutes of
waste container, can pull one inch debris through dust suppressant (flambinder) while simulta-
100 feet of hose. The dust suppressing system neously providing 2 gpm mist from 4 misting
applies a water mist, a soil fixant and a dust nozzles. The vacuum system can be operated
suppressant. The water misting system, Dryfog TM continuously during the spray operation. In an
(manufactured by Sonics, Inc.), uses compressed emergency response situation, the system is ca-
air to force demineralized water through four pable of spraying dust suppressant at a rate of
nozzles. The nozzles discharge a mist curtain 1000 ft2/3 minutes.
that captures and removes aerosolized soil. The The CCU provides a reliable, easy to use, easily
concentrated soil fixant, Foamer TM (manufac- deployable system to control dust and wind-
tured by 3M Inc.), is combined with a stabilizer blown contamination at DOE and industrial bur-
and water pumped from a trailer-mounted 325- ied waste sites during excavation and retrieval
gallon tank. The stabilizer and concentrate are operations. Use of the CCU improves personnel
stored in 5-gallon cans near the nozzle and are safety and reduces the risk of contamination
delivered by suction to the nozzle. The dust spread by airborne dust. Furthermore, all the dust

control products are
nonhazardous, andcan

:,,_,,., be disposed of in sani-
'_"k tary landfills.

nozzles

/

Vacuum hose

Figure 2.5. Contamination Control Unit.
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS COLIABORATION_CHNOLOGY
TRANSFER

Handling of TRU-contaminated waste during
retrieval operations requires contamination con- The unit has been used by environmental restora-
trol techniques due to the highly mobile nature of tion in INEL and Hanford to assist in a capping
the contaminants. There are mandatory opera- action and treatability study respectively.
tional and safety limits, which may not be ex-
ceeded, and extremely small amounts of

plutonium/americium are allowed for personnel For further information, please
uptake, contact:

G. G. Loomis

ACCOMPLISHMENTS EG&G Idaho, Inc.
(208) 526-9208

The CCU was designed in FY92, and assembled
and its performance tested in FY93. The unit is D.N. Thompson
completely developed and ready for Environ- EG&G Idaho, Inc.
mental Restoration use throughout the DOE (208) 526-4798
Complex. Currently it is being used by the
Environmental Restoration Program at The
Hanford Site for a retrieval treatability study.
The unit was also used by the INEL Environmen-
tal Restoration Program during a capping action
atEBR- 1 in which Wendon dust suppressant was
sprayed on a slightly contaminated soil site of
about 1.5 acres. Femald is evaluating the use of
the unit in the FY94/95 time frame to supply
contamination control during actual retrieval
actions.
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2.6 FIXATION OF SOIL SURFACE CONTAMINATION
USING NATURAL POLYSACCHARIDES

TASK DESCRIPTION These products can be easily applied to areas
were it is desirable to suppress dust generation

The purpose of this demonstration project is to and contamination spread without affecting sub-
evaluate inexpensive dust suppression materials sequent soil treatment processes. Using simple
that will not adversely impact subsequent soil tanks and pumps, the natural polysaccharide
treatment processes such as soil washing. Natu- products can be dispensed by field-deployable
ralpolysaccharides, beet starch and potato starch, applicators with minimal clogging of nozzles.
were tested fortheirabilityto fix surfacesoil and 100 ft2 of surface area can be treated in 15
suppress dust generation (see Figure 2.6). The minutes.
test showed that the natural polysaccharides are
generally economically favorable to synthetic
products, have the potential to fix soil contami-
nants in a soluble matrix, and can be easily TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
broken down during soil treatment processes.

DOE, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
the Department of Defense (DoD) sites need to
develop products that can easily be applied dur-
ing retrieval operations to suppress dust genera-
tion and contamination spread, specifically in
cases where there is a need to reduce generation
dust on large, disturbed areas where synthetic
chemicals are not permitted.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A large-scale demonstration was conducted at
the Cold Test Pit in conjunction with the remote
excavation and contamination control demon-

strations. Each product was applied to the area of
excavation with a spray system borrowed from
the Hanford Vegetation Management Organiza-
tion. The liquid sugar-beet product with aditives
(XDCA) decreased contamination by at least

Figure 2.6. Applying natural polysaccharides to 95% over untreated Hanford soil. Potato starch
an incline at the INEL Cold Test Pit retrieval on concentrated XDCA gave some protection to
site.
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Idaho soil up to 14% over untreated soil. A
fermented potato waste (FPW) gave intermedi-
ate results for all soil types. Long-term applica-
tions favor synthetic products, although removal
of any products from silty soil is difficult.

Large-scale demonstration ofXDCA, FPW, and
potato starch to excavated areas at both Hanford
and Idaho allowed application rates to be deter-
mined and verified findings of the laboratory
tests.

I

COLLABORATION/TECHNOLOGY

TRANSFER

The markets for commercial products have been
established and all but one product are commer-
cially available.

For further information, please
contact:

M. R. Sackschewsky
Westinghouse Hanford Company
(509) 376-2554
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2.7 OVERBURDEN REMOVAL !

TASK DESCRIPTION By using this system, one can accurately skim
layers of "clean" overburden soil or surficial

The objective ofthe OverburdenRemoval project contamination from a waste site to minimize the
was to demonstrate that discrete thicknesses of amountof waste soil that needs tobe treated.The

overburden soil can be removed with precision system can remove clean orcontaminated soil in
and accuracy and that fugitive dust can be con- controllable layersusing 3", 4", or6" cuts with an
trolled during excavation. The overburden re- accuracy of + 1". The system can remove 6 feet
moval system is a CaterpillarEL300B excavator of soil over 1acre in 10 8-hour days. This system
fitted with an innovative end-effector (see Fig- can be used at any site requiring the removal of
ures 2.7a and 2.7b. The end-effector is specially incremental layers of soil without dust genera-
designed to remove incremental layers of soil tion or contamination spread.
from the area of excavation. Two vacuum ports
were installed on the end-effcctor's front edge The system can also be used to precisely exca-
and two on the rear to remove much of the dust vate surficial contamination to minimize the

generated while cutting. The vacuumed dust is amount of waste soil that needs to be treated.
routed through hoses into a knock-down box.
The vacuum system reduces potential contami-
nation risks to the operators by reducing the TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
generation of dust. A laser referencing system
provides a constant gradereference by transmit- There is a need to reduce the total amount of soil

ring radio signals to a display in the operator's that requires treatment by removing precise in-
compartment to indicate if the end-effector is cremental layers of either contaminated or clean
above, below, or on grade, soil.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A demonstration was completed at
the Cold Test Pit. The equipment
removed the layers of soil with acut
precision of + 0.57 inches, and an
average cut accuracy of only + 0.08
inches. The target cut precision and
average cut accuracy was set at + 1
inch. The dust collection system
functioned efficiently; the air moni-
tor analysis results proved that the
soil could be excavated without

Figure 2.7a. Overburden removal demonstration at the INEL
Cold Test Pit.
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spreadingcontamination. An experienced,pro- For further information, please
ficient operatoris essential, contact:

P. M. Rice
Sonsub,Inc.

COLIABORATION/TECHNOLOGY EG&G Idaho, Inc.
TRANSFER (208) 526-2884

Thistechnology was developedin collaboration
with Sonsub,Inc.Sonsubholds thepatenton the
technologyandiscurrentlymarketingit forcom-
mercialand governmentapplication.

Figure 2,7b. Sonsub-developed end effector for overburden
removal.
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2.8 ELECTROSTATIC CURTAIN

TASK DESCRIPTION safer work environment in contaminated envi-
ronments, and Can be used at other DOE and

The Electrostatic Curtainaddresses the problem industrialwaste disposal sites.
of containing airborne dust contaminated with
plutonium-239 (239Pu) and americium-241
(241Am).

TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
The Electrostatic Curtain uses grounded con-
ducting plates to form the walls of an inner The electrostatic curtain addresses the need for
containment structure to capture charged con- contamination control during transuranic waste
taminated dust particles (see Figure 2.8). The retrieval and handling operations. The curtain
grounded conducting plates are also used in a could be pan of an overall electrostatic enclosure
ventilation system upstream from a HEPA filter thatis used as an in-depthcontamination control
to neutralize charged dust particles entrained in strategy for a TRU waste retrieval/treatment op-
an air stream drawn from within an enclosure. A eration.

double enclosure with a ventilation system was
used for the experiments.

Electrostatic curtains can provide in-depth con- ACCOMPLISHMENTS
tamination control during TRU waste handling
operations. Removal efficiencies as high as 99% The Electrostatic Curtain project has progressed
have been obtained in ventilation systems, from proof-of-concept experiments in a glove

box to engineering-scale demonstrations in
The electrostatic curtain technology minimizes FY93. Three different devices were investigated
dispersal of contaminated dust during excava- in the experiments: a 3M Electret Filter, an
tion and retrieval. This technology maintains a electric field test fixture, and parallel arrange-

ments of metal plates. Based on the proof-of-
concept experiments, the performance goal of
98% removal efficiency of PuO2 was selected.
The Electret Filter was found to be 99% effec-

tive. The other devices were found to be signifi-
cantly less effective.

COLLABORATION_CHNOLOGY

TRANSFER

Full-scale demonstration of this technology has
not been completed. An opportunity exists for
private industry that would be interested in fur-

Figure 2,8, Engineering-scale electrostatic
curtain enclosure walls with ventilation system, ther development and commercialization. In
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addition,this opportunitymayinvolvethedem-
onstrationof a full-scaleunitin concertwiththe
BWID FY95 full-scale integrateddemonstra-
tion.

For further information, please
contact:

L. C. Meyer
EO&GIdaho,Inc.
(208) 526-0643
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Treatment

Point of Contact:

Steven O. Bates

EG&G Idaho, Inc.
PO Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83415-3710
(208) 526-2042
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3.1 ICE ELECTRODES

TASK DESCRIFFION TECHNOLOGY NEEDS

The objective of this project is to develop andtest There are many buried waste sites that contain a ,.
an ice electrode to remove heavy metals from significant amount of heavy metals. The treat-
waste streams and recover valuable metals and ment of the waste may potentially result in those .

minerals. An ice electrode is a conventional heavy metals being suspended in solution. This
electroplating electrode coated with a thinsheath technology can provide a means to recover those
of ice produced by liquid nitrogen-cooled nitro- metals.
gen gas flowing through an electrode (see Figure
3.1). Bench-scale tests indicate that metals that
can be electrodeposited on a conventional elec- ACCOMPLISHMENTS
trode can also be electrodeposited on an ice

electrode. Preliminary work with metals that A bench-scale test determined that all plateable
cannotbe recoveredby conventional electrodepo- metals arecandidates for removal from solution

sition, including oxides of uraniumand tungsten, as anice electrode. A pilot-scale reactor has been
suggests that they can be retrieved and easily designed and a demonstration is planned for
recovered as an ice electrode. In addition, the ice FY94. BWID is not sponsoring this follow-on
electrode minimizes waste generation because effort.
the electrode is not destroyed due to the presence
of the ice sheath.

Electrolytic removal of heavy
:. metals from waste solutions

using an ice electrode has been
demonstrated on a bench-

scale test apparatus. Elec-
trodeposition of copper, silver,
zinc, cobalt, cadmium, lead,
and chromium was accom-

plished.

The ice electrode technology
will have application in any
process that produces metal-
bearing waste solutions, in-
cluding private-sector mining
waste streams.

Figure 3.1. Bench-scale demonstration of ice electrode technology
at the INELResearch Center.
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COLLABORATION_CHNOLOGY
TRANSFER

It is anticipatedthatthe marketfor the ice elec-
trode technology will be useful for waste treat-
ment andprocessesthatdeal withmetal-bearing
wastesolutions,platingcompanies,miningwaste
streams,metal cleaning operations,etc.

For further information, please
contact:

D. Sucui
ERAD
(208) 526-7119

G. Andrews
EG&GIdaho,Inc.
(208) 526-0174

J. M. Belier
EG&GIdaho, Inc.
(208) 526-1205
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3.2 PLASMA CENTRIFUGAL FURNACE

TASK DESCRIPTION The PCF has a nominal feed rate of over 150 lbs/
hrof buriedwaste type feeds andsoil. However,

Thisproject will demonstrate the applicability of this technology should be scalable to largercapa-
the Plasma Centrifugal Furnace (PCF) for the bilities using multiple plasma torches and larger
treatment of mixed (hazardous andradioactive) hearth sizes. The feed system of the current
wastes and contaminated soil into an extremely melter is capable of feeding objects as large as 4
durablewaste form for disposal (see Figure 3.2). inches in diameter. The current system can
The PCF is a rotating hearth plasma torch tech- handle limited quantities of hazardous (non-ra-
nology used for the refining of titanium and is dioactive) materials. The processing of radioac-
now being developed for treatment of hazardous tive materials is being planned.
and mixed wastes and contaminated soils. The

PCF has been demonstrated to be a very all- The technology has application to the treatment
consuming waste treatment process during past and vitrification of hazardous, radioactive (both
testing for the EPA, DOE, and DoD. In the PCF, low- level and TRU), mixed wastes, and con-
waste is fed to a rotating hearth such that the taminatedsoils. This includes buried waste types
waste and molten material are held to the side of debris. These types of buriedandstored waste

through centrifugal force. During the rotation, are found at all DOE sites.
the waste moves throughplasma generated by a Successful implementation of the PCF will ren-torch that does not rotate. To remove the molten der hazardous and radioactive wastes and soils
material from the PCF, the rotation of the hearth

into a highly durable,glassy slag, with hazardous
is slowed and the slag flows through a central inorganic waste components being vitrified and
bottom opening, stabilized into the slag. Reduced off-gas flows,

high organic destruc-
tion efficiency, high
waste volume reduc-

tion, and the ability to
treat almost any type
of waste in a single step
process are significant
advantages of the
plasma process.

Figure 3.2. Plasma Centrifugal Furnace at the MSEtest facility, Butte, Mt.
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TECHNOLOGY NEEDS CO_ORATION/TECHNOLOGY

A treatment technology is needed thatcan handle TRANSFER

a widevarietyofwastemixtures(radioactiveand This furnace has been developed through an
non-radioactive), significantly reduce the waste industrial partnership with MSE, Butte, MT.
volume, and provide a stable, long-lasting, final
waste form.

. r

For further information, please

ACCOMPLISHMENTS contact:

The operating envelop, operating procedures, D. Battleson
and process rate of the PCF has been established MSE Butte, MT.
for feeds processed to date (mainly INEL soil). (406) 494-7287

The first test provided a shakedown of the PCF
equipment and a reference base (known compo-
sition) for future test matrix comparisons. Three
other tests involved surrogate waste (INEL soil)
spiked with eerie oxide (a plutonium surrogate).
Preliminary results of the mass balance from the
three tests indicated that less than 0.05 percent of
the cerium surrogate was volatilized into the off-
gas treatment system. It appears that 99.95% of
the plutonium surrogate was retained in the final
vitreous waste form.
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3.3 PLASMA FIXED HEARTH PROCESS

TASK DESCRIPTION would be capable of feeding objects larger thana
55-gaUon drum. The current system can handle

Thisprojectinvolves thedemonstrationandpeffor- limited quantities of hazardous (non-radioac-
mance evaluation of the Plasma Hearth Process tire) materials. The processing of radioactive
(PHP),a fixed hearthplasmaarctreatmenttechnol- materials is being planned.
ogy forthe treatmentof mixed (radioactivehazard-
ous) wastes and soil to produce a durablewaste The technology has application to the treatment
form for disposal (see Figure 3.3). and vitrification of hazardous, radioactive (both

low-level and TRU), mixed wastes, and con-
This is notnew technology, ratheran applicationof taminated soils. These types of wastes are found
anexisting and commercially availabletechnology buried or stored at DOE sites across the Corn-

that has been used for many years for metals plex.
processing. Mixed waste treatment in a PHP fur-
nace has several potential benefits, including: A high-temperature plasma technology is particu-

larly effective in the treatment of mixed wastes.

• efficacy of organic destruction; Advantages of plasma treatment include:

• versatility of application;

• a high-integrity vitrified final waste form
that reduces leachability of both hazard-
ous and radioactive contaminates; and

• waste volume reduction.

The plasma furnace can process a wide variety of
waste types including paper, cloth, plastics, metal,
glass, concrete, soil, and sludge.

Performance testing with simulated wastes has
been conducted in a pilot-scale PHP facility (3-4
barrels of waste per hour). A new generation
PHP is being constructed in FY94 by the Mixed
Waste Integrated Program for further testing.

The currently near pilot-scale PHP unit is ex-
pected to process a nominal 3-4 drums/hr (130 to
550 lbs/hr) of buried waste type feeds and soil.
However, this technology should be scalable to
larger capabilities using multiple plasma torches
and larger hearth sizes. The feed system of the
current melter is capable of feeding objects as
large as a 35-gallon drum. A full-scale system Figure 3.3. Fixed hearth and plasma torch at

Retech test facility.
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• high efficiency destruction of organics; The testseriesdemonstratedthePHP can process a
range of materialtypes and compositions with no

• separation of metal from slag in the mol- pretream_nt.
ten state, with TRU components parti-
tioning to the slag phase; The tests demonstrated successfulprocessing of all

wastecategories; processed at a rate of 130 to 550
• encapsulation of heavy metals andradio- lbs/hr; demonstrated a thorough processing of

nuclides in the final waste matrix; combustibles, noncombustibles, and mixtures of

• high-integrity, vitrified final waste form; both; and demonstrated the production of a high
integrity final product in a single processing step.

• improved criticality control; The test series also demonstrated effective destruc-
tion (greater than 99.99%) of organics; production

• maximum volume reduction; of a highly durable and leach-resistant (properties

• smaller off-gas rates minimize particu- comparable to glass) vitreous slag; and formation of
late entrainment and carryover; two distinctly separatephases (metal and slag) in the

molten pool.
• higher energy density and smaller gas

rates allow smaller process equipment;

• one-step treatment process (no pre- or COLIABORATION/TECHNOI.K)GY
posttreatment required); and TRANSFER

• capability to process many waste types.
The PHP evaluation is being conducted with Sci-
enceApplicationsIntemationalCorporation (SAIC)
andRetech, Inc.of Ukiah CA. SAIC is planning and

TECHNOLOGY NEEDS conducting the testing at the Retech facility in
Ukiah, CA. Planning for radioactive testing is

A treatment technology is needed that can trundlea underway.
wide variety of waste mixtures (radioactive and
non-radioactive), significantly reduce the waste
volume, and provide a stable, long-lasting, final
waste form. Principal Investigators:

It. Geimer
SAIC

ACCOMPIJSHMENTS (301) 529-2144

A totalof six performance testshas been conducted. D. Battleson
Simulated waste materials consisted of the follow- MSE, Inc. (406) 494-7287

hag: mixed metals (ductile iron, cast iron, steel,
aluminum, copper, and brass), metal oxide sludge, S.O. Bates
combustible solids (paper, polyethylene and poly- EG&G Idaho, Inc.
ethylene terephthalate, cloth, wood, rubber, etc.), (208) 526-6790
and acombustible sludge. All waste materials were
contained in a soil matrix, simulating retrieved
waste. Each test consisted of feeding two 30-gallon
drums containing a simulated waste.
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3.4 ARC MELTER VITRIFICATION

TASK DESCRIPTION soils, metals combustibles, and sludges, will be
prepared andseparately incinerated,as appropri-

The Arc Melter Vitrification project is an exten- ate, in preparation for melter processing.
sion of an in-progress U. S. Bureau of Mines
(USBOM) and American Society of Mechanical The currently near field-scale unit can process a
Engineers (ASME) demonstration concerned nominal 1.5 ton/hr of buried waste type feeds and
with fly ash vitrification (see Figure 3.4a). This soil. However, this technology has been used in
project will evaluate the applicability of a small the steel industry at scales in excess of 105 tons
commercial-scale arc melter to treat mixed TRU- per day. Feed capabilities in the ASME/USBOM
contaminated wastes and buried or stored soils, melter are currently limited to a screw feed

system, but are being upgraded to handle larger
ASME/USBOM test system is a 1.5 MVA, 1.5 diameter objects (up to 6 inches). A full-scale
ton/hr (nominal) electric arc furnace with three systemwouldbecapableoffeedingobjectslarger
carbon electrodes, cooled sidewalls for skull than a 55- gallon drum. The current system can
operation, acontinuousfeedsystem, off-gastreat- handle limited quantities of hazardous (non-ra-
ment system, and slag and metals tapping capa- dioactive) materials. Approximately 20 to 30
bility (see Figure 3.4b). The existing off-gas metric tons of simulated waste will be processed
system components will be modified if required in each melt campaign, or about 4 to 6 metric tons
to be more suitable for TRU surrogates and per day.
heavy metals. Experiments will include analysis
of slag and metal phases, off-gas, and off-gas The technology has application to the treatment
system residues. Surrogate wastes, including and vitrification of hazardous, radioactive (both

low- level and TRU),
mixed wastes, and con-

G:q taminated soils. This
._..r=:b,-,, • : "_'" , ,-_ I includes buried waste

types of debris. Those
Ptlu Inw!! .,,-,,\ ..  1111 types of buried and

II \\ 11 Ill t storedwaste are found

_ t._ ,,_'" \ \:J/--, Ii]lt _, at all DOE sites.

h ......flIP'-'"TECHNOLOGY

I O_....m m | II_dll | I _f I_*m

' *_''" _ / .... A treatment technologyis needed that can

"___'-'-_*_ .., handle a wide variety
of waste mixtures (ra-

Figure 3.4a. U.S. Bureau of Mines three-phase arc melter furnace at the dioactive and non-ra-
Albany Research Center, Oak Ridge, TN.
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dioactive), significantly reduce the waste vol- Test wastes were used inthe first melt campaign,
ume, and provide a stable, long-lasting, final test data were reduced and reported, and FY'94
waste form. test plans are being prepared.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS COLLABORATION/TECHNOLOGY

Experiments are being coordinated with other TRANSFER

on-going and proposed melter development and University, industry, and other laboratory par-
final waste form evaluation projects in the DOE ticipants are being solicited. Since many private-
system, such as laboratory work at the INEL, the sector companies are members of the present
DC arc work under way for BWID at PNL/ ASME test consortium, cooperative develop-
Electro Pyrolysis Inc./Massachusetts Institute of ment agreements with industrial partners will be
Technology, plasma torch melts at Retech/SAIC sought to expand the scope and speed completion
(Ukiah, CA), Mountain States Energy (Compo- of the demonstration project and accelerate tech-
nents Development and Integration Facility at nology transfer to the private sector.
Butte, MT), the high temperature Joule Heated
Melter (PNL), and others. This technology has also been developed in col-

laboration with the U. S. Bureau of Mines.

For further information, please
contact:

Dr. Iarry Oden
U. S. Bureau of Mines/ASME

(503) 967-5862

G. L. Anderson

EG&G Idaho, Inc.
(208) 526-4669

Figure 3.4b. Continuous tapping of slag to the
slag mold.
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3.5 GRAPHITE DC PLASMA ARC MELTER

TASK DESCRIIrI_ON continuously at power levels of more than 1
MVA and a processing rate of 500 to 700 lb/hr

The objective of this project is to design, fabri- (see Figure 3.5). The Mark II furnace was
care, demonstrate, and evaluate a graphite-elec- designed with thecapability to separate theglass
trode DC arc furnace for its effectiveness in phase from the metal phase.
treating hazardous, radioactive (both low-level
and TRU), and mixed wastes and soil, both The Mark lI furnace is a refractory lined carbon
buried and stored. An engineering-scale furnace, steel vessel 23 feet (7 m) high and 7 feet (2.1 m)
",heMark I, was tested in FY92 atMIT's Plasma in diameter with foursoft patch panels around the
Fusion Center to gain preliminary information circumference to provide access for waste feed,
on the treatability of buried waste surrogates glass discharge, and diagnostic equipment. The
using DC arc technology. The Mark II furnace off-gas system incorporatescomponents thatwill
was designed and fabricated in FY93, based on probably be used in the full-scale production
the results of the earlier tests. The newer design furnace.
incorporates many of the features required for a
semi-remote or remotely operated furnace, in- The electrode assembly has a unique coaxial
cluding prototype provisions for alpha contain- arrangement. The outer graphiteelectrode is 14

inches (356 ram) outer diameter and l0 inches
ment, and the ability to process waste (254 ram)inner diam-

eter. The innerelectrode
is a solid 6-in. (152-ram)

Electrode housing
piece of graphite. The
electrode assembly can

IsolationSlideGates be operated in the trans-
isolationSlideGates ferred arc mode or the

t©trodee nontransferred arc mode
to allow the furnace to

be easily started. In the
nontransferred mode,
the waste material is ini-

Furnace feed tially heated, then, whenchamber
the molten material be-

Graphite comes sufficiently elec-
Hearth trically conductive, the

electrode assembly is
switched to the trans-
ferred mode.

Glass discharge Glass waste canister
section

The current Mark IInear

Figure 3.5. Mark II DC Arc Furnace at Massachusetts Institute of pilot-scale unit is ex-
Technology test facility, Cambridge, MA. pected to process a
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nominal 0.5 to 1.5 ton/hr of buried waste type the furnace chamber and in the off-gas. Both
feeds and soil. However, this technology has instrumentswill be implemented on the MarkII
been used in the steel industryat scales inexcess upon bench-top test completion.
of 105 tons per day. The feed system of theMark
II melter is capable of feeding objects as large as
a 35-gallon drum. A full-scale system would be
capable of feeding objects larger than a 55- COLIABORATION/TECHNOLOGY
gallon drum. The current system can handle TRANSFER
limited quantities of hazardous (non- radioac-

This technology has been developed by MIT andfive) materials. Systems capable of processing
radioactive materials are being planned. EPI, Inc., andpresently a contractual agreement

is being negotiated with a large company for
The technology has application to the treatment licensing of the furnace and diagnostic technol-
and vitrification of hazardous, radioactive (both ogy.
low- level and TRU), mixed wastes, and con-
taminatedsoils. This includes buriedwaste types
of debris. These types of buriedandstoredwaste
are found at all DOE sites. For further information, please

contact:

J. Surma
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS Pacific Northwest Laboratory

(509) 376-4905
A treatmenttechnology is needed thatcan handle
a wide variety of waste mixtures (radioactive and C.H. Titus,
non-radioactive), significantly reduce the waste Electro-Pyrolysis, Inc.
volume and provide a stable, long-lasting, final
waste form. J.K. Wittle,

Electro-Pyrolysis, Inc.

R.A. Hamilton,

ACCOMPLISHMENTS Electro-Pyrolysis, Inc.
(215) 687-9070

The concept of this technology has been demon-
strated in the Mark I furnace. Design improve-
ments are on-going in the Mark II, including
development of improved diagnostics.

The Mark II has been constructed and has begun
shake-down testing. The diagnostic development
has resulted in patents pending on the Millimeter
Wave Radiometer and the Microwave Plasma

Spectrometer. The radiometer will spatially re-
solve measurements of the furnace and melt

temperatures. The spectrometer will provide on-
line measurements of exhaust emissions, both in
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4.0 HOW TO GET INVOLVED

WORKING WITH THE DOE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
RESTORATION AND WASTE MANAGEMENT

DOE provides a range of programs and services to assist universities, industry, and other private-
sector organizations and individuals interestedindeveloping orapplying environmental technologies.
Working with DOE Operations Offices and management and operating contractors, EM uses
conventional and innovative mechanisms to identify, integrate, develop, and adapt promising
emerging technologies. These mechanisms include contracting and collaborative arrangements,
procurement provisions, licensing of technology, consulting arrangements, reimbursable work for
industry, and special consideration for small business.

Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs)

EM will facilitate the development of subcontracts, R&D contracts, and cooperative agreements to
work collaboratively with the private sector.

EM uses CRADAs as an incentive forcollaborative R&D. CRADAs are agreements between a DOE
R&D laboratory and any non-Federal source to conduct cooperative R&D that is consistent with the
laboratory's mission. The partnermay provide funds, facilities, people, or other resources. DOE
provides the CRADA partner access to facilities and expertise; however, no Federal funds are
provided to external participants. Rights to inventions and other intellectual property are negotiated
between the laboratory and participant, and certain datathat aregenerated may be protected for up to
5 years.

Consortia will also be considered for situations where several companies will be combining their
resources to address a common technical problem. Leveraging of funds to implement a consortium
can offer a synergism to overall program effectiveness.

Procurement Mechanisms

DOE EM has developed an environmental management technology development acquisition policy
and strategy that uses phased procurements to span the RDDT&E continuum from applied R&D
concept feasibility through full-scale remediation. DOE EM phased procurements make provisions
for unsolicited proposals, but formal solicitations are the preferred responses. The principle
contractual mechanisms used by EM for industrial and academic response include Research
Opportunity Announcements (ROAs) and Program R&D Announcements (PRDAs).

EM uses the ROA to solicit advanced research and technologies for a broad range of cleanup needs.

The ROA supports applied research ranging from concept feasibility through full-scale demonstra-
tion. In addition, the ROA is open continuously for a full year following the date of issue and includes
a partial procurement set aside for small businesses. Typically, ROAs are published annually in the
Federal Register and the Commerce Business Daily, and multiple awards are made.
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PRDAs are program announcements used to solicit a broad mix of R&D and DT&E proposals.
Typically, a PRDA is used to solicit proposals for a wide-range of technical solutions to specific EM
problem areas. PRDAs may be used to solicit proposals for contracts, grants, or cooperative
agreements. Multiple awards,which may have dissimilar approachesor concepts, aregenerally made.
Numerous PRDAs may be issued each year.

In addition to PRDAs and ROAs, EM uses financial assistance awards when the technology is
developed for public purpose. Financial assistance awards are solicited through publication in the
Federal Register. These announcements are called Program Rules. A Program Rule can either be a
one-time solicitation or an open-ended, general solicitation with annual or more frequent announce-
ments concerning specific funding availability anddesired R&D agreements. The Program Rule can
also be used to award both grants and cooperative agreements.

EM awards grants and cooperative agreements if fifty-one percent or more of the overall value of the
effort is related to a public interest goal. Such goals include possible non-DOE or o',:herFederal agency
participation and use, advancement of present and future U.S. capabilities in domestic and interna-
tional environmental cleanup markets, technology transfer, advancement of scientific knowledge, and
education and training of individuals andbusiness entities to advance U.S. remediation capabilities.

Hcenstng of Technology

DOE contractor-operated laboratories can license DOE/EM-developed technology and software to
which they elect to take title. In other situations where DOE owns title to the resultant inventions,
DOE's Office of General Counsel will do the licensing. Licensing activities are done within existing
DOE intellectual property provisions.

Technical Personnel Exchange Assignments

Personnel exchanges provide opportunities for industrial and laboratory scientists to work together at
various sites on environmental restoration and waste management technical problems of mutual
interest. Industry is expected to contribute substantial cost-sharing for these personnel exchanges. To
encourage such collaboration, the rights to any resulting patents go to the private sector company.
These exchanges, which can last from 3 to 6 months, are opportunities for the laboratoriesandindustry
to better understand the differing operating cultures, and are an ideal mechanism for transferring
technical skills and knowledge.

Consulting Arrangements

Laboratory scientists and engineers are available to consult in their areas of technical expertise. Most
contractors operating laboratories have consulting provisions. Laboratory employees who wish to
consult can sign non-disclosure agreements, and are encouraged to do so.

Rehnbursable Work for Industry

DOE laboratories are available to perform work for industry, or other Federal agencies, as long as the
work pertains to the mission of a respective laboratory and does not compete with the private sector.
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The special technical capabilities and unique facilities at DOE laboratories are an incentive for the
private sector to use DOE's facilities andcontractors expertise in this reimbursable work for industry
mode. An advanced class patentwaiver gives ownership of any inventions resulting from the research
to the participating private sector company.

EM Small Business Technology Integration Program

The EM Small Business Technology Integration Program (SB-TIP) seeks the participation of small
businesses in the EM Research, Development, Demonstration, Testing and Evaluation programs.
Through workshops and frequent communication, the EM SB-TIP provides information on opportu-
nities forfunding and collaborative efforts relative to advancing technologies for DOE environmental
restoration and waste management applications.

EMSB-TIP hasestablished a special EMprocurementset asidefor small firms (500 employees or less)
to be used for applied research projects, throughits ROA. The program also serves as the EM liaison
to the DOE Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program Office, and interfaces with other
DOE small business offices, as well.

CONTACT

David W. Gelser, Acting Director
International Technology Exchange Division

EM-521
Environmental Restoration and Waste

Management Technology Development
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

(301) 903-7940
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EM Central Point of Contact

The EM CentralPoint of Contact is designedto providereadyaccess to prospectiveresearchand
businessopportunitiesin waste management,environmentalrestoration,and decontaminationand
decommissioningactivities, as wellas informationon EM-50IPsandIDs. The EM CentralPointof
Contactcan identify linksbetweenindustrytechnologiesandprogramneeds,andprovidespotential
partnerswith a connectionto an extensivecomplex-widenetworkof DOE Headquartersand field
programcontacts.

TheEMCentralPointofContact is thebestsinglesourceofinformationforprivate-sectortechnology
developers looking to collaborate with EM scientists and engineers. It provides a real-time
informationreferralserviceto expedite andmonitorprivate-sectorinteractionwith EM.

ToreachtheEMCentralPointof Contact,call 1-800-845-2096duringnormalbusinesshours(Eastern
time).

Office of Research and Technology Applications

Office ofResearchandTechnologyApplications(ORTAs)serve astechnology transferagentsatthe
Federallaboratories,andprovideaninternalcoordinationinthe laboratoryfortechnologytransferand
an external point of contactforindustryanduniversities.To fulfillthis dualpurpose,ORTAslicense
patentsandcoordinatetechnologytransferactivitiesforthe laboratory'sscientificdepartments.They
also facilitate one-on-one interactionsbetween the laboratory's scientific personnel and technology
recipients, and provide informationon laboratory technologieswith potential applications in private
industry for state and local governments.

For more information about these programs and services,
please contact:

Claire Sink, Director
Technology IntegrationDivision

EM-521
Environmental Restoration and Waste

Management Technology Development
U. S. Department of Energy
Washington, D. C. 20585

(301) 903-7928
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5.0 ACRONYMS

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers

BBEM Broad Band Electromagnetics Demonstration

BWID Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration

CEMS Continuous Emissions Monitoring System

CCU Contamination Control Unit

CTP Cold Test Pit

DoD U.S. Department of Defense

DOE U.S. Department of Energy

EM Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management

ER/WM Environmental Restoration and Waste Management

FFA/CO Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order

GTCC greater-than-class-C

HEPA High-Efficiency Particulate Air [filter]

ID Integrated Demonstration

INEL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

IP Integrated Program

IR infrared

LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory

LLW low-level waste

LN2 liquid nitrogen

NODA Naval Ordnance Disposal Area

ORTA Office of Research and Technology Application

PCF Plasma Centrifugal Furnace

PHP Plasma Hearth Process

PNL Pacific Northwest Laboratories
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PRDA Program Research and Development Announcement

RCS Remote Characterization System

RDDT&E Research, Development, Demonstration, Testing, and Evaluation

RES Remote Excavation System

RGS Rapid Geophysical Surveyor

ROA Research Opportunity Announcement

RTML Rapid TRU Monitoring Laboratory

RWMC Radioactive Waste Management Complex

SAIC Science Applications International Corporation

SBIR Small Business Innovation Research

SB-TIP Small Business Technology Integration Demonstration

SDA Subsurface Disposal Area

SEE Small Emplacement Excavator

SITE Superfund Innovative Technology Evaluation

TCLP Total Concentrate Leachate Procedure

THC Total Hydrocarbon monitoring system

TMG Tensor Magnetic Gradiometer

TRU transuranic

USBOM U.S. Bureau of Mines

USGS U.S. Geological Survey
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Appendix A

Cold Test Pit

Point of Contact:

Guy G. Loomis
EG&G Idaho, Inc.
PO Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83415-3710
(208) 526-2042
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APPENDIX A

COLD TEST PIT

An area 40 feet (12 m) wide, 150 feet (46 m)long, andabout 10feet (3 In) deep was excavated in 1988
about 200 yards (183 m) south of the Subsurface Disposal Area (SDA) in the Radioactive Waste
Management Complex. The Cold Test Pit was initially divided into five cells, each cell representing
a different configuration of the waste. The cells contain random dumped barrels, random dumped
barrels and boxes, stacked barrels, stacked boxes, and the large objects pit (the waste seam is about
8 feet thick with a 4 5 foot soil cap), Each of the barrels andboxes was filled with simulated waste
in specific, markedcells and backfilled in the same manneras the SDA waste pits were constructed
between 1953 and 1970. Items such as metals, tools, plastics, concrete, asphalt,wood, andsimulated
sludge were placed in each container.
Cardboard containers were used to hasten deterioration of the barrels and boxes_a condition

most likely to be encountered at the SDA. Water was also sprayed on the containers just prior to
burial to accelerate the deterioration.

In order to roughly simulate the presence of radioactive waste for migration anddetection purposes,
rare earth tracers were placed into each container. These tracers are valuable when measuring the
effectiveness of contamination control technologies. Only one kind of tracerwas placed in each cell.
No tracers were placed in the large objects pit. The following kinds of tracerswere placed in each of
the cells:

• Random dumped barrels Dysprosium

• Random dumped barrels and boxes Ytterbium

• Stacked barrels Terbium

• Stacked boxes Neodymium

Three additional test cells were added in 1992 to support BWID's characterization and retrieval
demonstrations (see Figures A1, A2, andA3). Total size of the new cells is 40 feet (12 m) wide, 47
feet (14 m) long, and 12 feet (3.7 m) deep. The thirdcell contains the boxes retrieved during the
Cryogenic Retrieval demonstration in FY92.

The Cold Test Pit is being used as a simulated waste disposal area to test and demonstrate
characterization, retrieval, andtreatment technologies. Itprovides known "targets" and waste forms
for accurate evaluation/calibration of procedures, technologies, andequipment tested. Testing atthe
Cold Test Pit reduces hazards to personnel and the environment otherwise unavoidable in an actual
disposal area.
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Figure A1. Cold Test Pit Characterization and
retrieval cells constructed during 1988 and 1992.

Figure A2. Aerial photograph of the INEL
Radioactive Waste Management Complex,The
Cold Test Pit is located to the right of the upper
right quadrant of the Subsurface Disposal Area.

Figure A3, Characterization cell constructed at the
INELCold Test Pit during 1992,
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Appendix B

Configuration Options

Point of Contact:

David F. Nickelson
EG&G Idaho, Inc.
PO Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83415-3710
208-526-9061
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Figure B-1. Detailed Integrated Logic Diagram for Characterization/Retrieval/Treatment.
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Figure B2. Characterizatlon/Retrieval/Ex-Situ Treatment Configuration Option (Pt. 1),
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Figure B-3. Characterization/Retrieval/Ex-Situ Treatment Configuration Option (Pt.2),
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Figure B-4. In-Situ Treatment Monitoring Configuration Option.
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Figure B-5. ln-Situ Treatment Retrieval Configuration Option,

Figure B-6, Containment/Stabilization Configuration Option.
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